Dry matter and nitrogen accumulation and partitioning in selected soybean genotypes of different derivation.
Experiments were conducted to determine if changes in the accumulation and partitioning of dry matter (DM) and nitrogen (N) in soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] were associated with agronomic improvements and to assess the degree of genetic variation present for these traits. Fifteen maturity group II soybean genotypes including three ancestral cultivars, three modern cultivars, and nine agronomically superior plant introductions (PI's) were grown in replicated tests at four locations in the eastern U.S. The DM and N of stems, pod walls, and seeds were determined at maturity, and the apparent harvest indices (HI) and the apparent nitrogen harvest indices (NHI) were calculated. Pod DM partitioning was calculated as the ratio of seed DM to total pod DM and pod N partitioning was the ratio of seed N to total pod N. The mean DM accumulation of the modern cultivars was significantly greater than that of the ancestral cultivars and PI's. The apparent HI and the pod DM partitioning of both the modern and ancestral cultivars were significantly higher than that of the PI's. The three modern cultivars demonstrated the highest N accumulation. As a group, the modern cultivars consistently showed maximal accumulation and partitioning of DM and N suggesting that these physiological traits are associated with agronomic improvement. No individual PI was found to possess DM or N accumulation or partitioning which significantly exceeded the best modern cultivar or ancestral cultivar, indicating that genotypes with accumulation or partitioning characteristics which exceed available germplasm may be difficult to identify. Seed yield was correlated (P<0.05) with both DM (r=0.61) and N (r=0.57) accumulation.